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THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS, EINSTEIN, 
AND PHYSICS EDUCATION 

by Art Stinner and Don etz 

More than two decades ago, Clifford Swartz wrote an edi
tOl;al in The Physics Teacher entitled: "On the teaching of 

ewtonian Physics to Aristotelian minds in the days of quan
tum operators" [1]. Swartz challenged physics teachers to keep 
abreast of contemporary physics for theix own development 
and then urged them to introduce 
physics using ideas that allowed stu
d nts to connect to modern physics It is certai 
more easily. He was convinced that the the recent
transition from the classical ideas of 
Newton to those of Einstein in the uni the annus 
versity classroom was too abrupt, and Einstein's
students, he suspected, found these 

It mu t be kept in mind that the theory of relativity is actual
ly c nnected to two theories: the p cial theory (STR) and the 
general theory (G R). The TR wa dev loped by Einstem 
betwe n about 1895 and 1905 and th GTR b tween 1907 and 
1915. We, of course, must acknowledg the work of Lorentz, 

Poincare and others in developing 
many of the components of the STR. In

that, after fact, one of the reasons Einstein' paper 
of 1905 was largely ignored (except for centenary of 
Planck and a few other) was that the 

m irabilis of main findings recorded in the paper, 
th Lorentz transformations, the length revolutionary 
contraction, the relativistic velocity 

new concepts" unnatural". papers in 2005, we will	 addition, and even the idea that E = 
mc2, published as an addendum a little again see a cal for an earliThe main concepts of quantum theory later, were anticipated by Larmor, 

and relativity are generally only hinted er introduction of modern Lorentz and Poincare. Specifically, it 
at in senior high school physic and in was well known that a direct consephysics into the secondary first year university. It is certau that quence of Lorentz's conception of the 
after the recent centenary of the al1l1l1S physics c ricu m, espe stationary ether is that the velocity of 
mirabilis of Einstein's revoluti nary light with respect to the ether was concially the ideas of Einstein. papers in 2005, we will again see a call	 stant, ind pendent of the motion of the 
for an eaxlier introduction of modem 
physics into the secondary physics curriculum, especially of 
the ideas of EU1stein In this paper, we are advocating the use 
of thought experiments (TEs) as a means to introduce modern 
topics, in particular Einst in's work on relativity. We begin 
by addressing the main historical antecedents of his work, 
namely two TEs by Galileo, and two by Newton that were 
foundational for his special theory of relativity ( TR). We will 
then illustrate the use of TEs that led to the conclusions 
reached in his article of 1905, in what is no\ called the special 
theory of relativity (STR). We will conclude with th TE that 
touches on the foundation of the general theory of relativity 
(GTR). 

In his miracle yeax f 1905, Einst in's thr e revolutionary 
paper on Brownian motion, the quantum nature of radiation, 
and relativity, were not immediately accept d, and only spo
radically acknowledged. H w vel', the ideas developed in 
these papers were all trail-blazmg, at least s seen in retro
spect. In th first paper, Einstein showed that it is possible to 
determine Avogadr 's number by observing the paths of par
ticles of about 1 micron size in a micr scop , thus providing 
strong evidence for the existence of atoms. In the second 
paper, he showed that E-M radi tion can b thought of in 
terms of "paxticles" that interact with matter to produce 
experim ntally determinable evidence, uch as the photoelec
tric effect. The third paper argued that two axioms, or what 
Einstein called postulates, that i , the relativity principle and 
the constancy of the speed of light, are sufficient to deduce the 
L rentz transformation equations. 

source of light. Lorentz transformations 
were known to be those transforma

tions which leave Maxwell's equations mvariant [2]. 

THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS 

TEs have a long history and a natural connection to the devel
pment of physical concepts. They can be traced back to 

Zeno's paradoxes of motion and Aristotle's program of 
explaining phenomena guided only by naked eye observation 
and rational thought. Galil championed TEs to show that 
motion, a observed on a hip moving with a constant speed 
in a straight line, cannot b di tinguished from motion 
observed at rest. e also presented TEs to argue that the 
motion of heavy objects in free fall are identical and present
ed TEs to clarify the concepts of peed and acceleration. 
Newton described two TEs U1 his Principia in order to demon
strat his notion of ab olut space. Later, ach developed the 
idea of the "Gedankenexperiment" ( erman for TE) to 
include them in physic education, and Einst in raised TEs to 
a high level of abstraction to clarify his idea in both theorie 
of relativity and in probing the foundations of quantum theo
ry (31. 

TEs can also take on different role in our understanding and 
development of physics. Som TEs shake the very founda-
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tions of a theory and promote debate, often ov r extended 
periods of time. Example of this kind of TEs are Galileo's 
argument to refut Aristotle' claim that the rate of de cent of 
an object in free fall is independ nt of weight, Newton's 
bu~k,~t experiment combin d with his "two globes in the 
vOId TE, to argue for absolute space, and Einstein's" eleva
tor in space" TE to show that gravitation and acceleration are 
equivalent. 

TEs can a1 a be us d to clarify farniliar concept or situations 
or to extend the concepts to new and diverse situations. TEs 
of this type often respond to the que tion: "what if...". For 
example, consider the time it takes for an object to fall 
through a 'tunnel' that g e through the center of the earth 
and COlmects to another point n the surfa e of the earth, and 
then comes back again to the original point. Compare this 
tim~ to the period of a pendulum that ha' a length of the 
radIUS of the earth and the period of a sat lIite in a circular 
orbit just above the surface of the earth (taken as a perfectly 
~~10oth phere wi.thout an atmosphere). Many other "what 
if types of TE WIll be both interesting and informative for 
your students to debate. "What if the Olympics were held on 
the moon?" describes such a case. 

On the following pages you will find a set of TEs that we 
b~liev~ ,address th f~r~damental concepts leading to 
Emstem s theory of relativIty. Most f thes TEs are readily 
available from diverse sources. However, as far as we know, 
tl~ere ~re very few ,Publications that discuss explicitly from a 
historIcal perspectIve the cOlmections between TE and the 
plac!ng of the 5TR and the G into th secondary physics 
currIculum. We beli ve that physics teachers and students 
cou.l~ find our st?ry-line presentation of TEs a provoking and 
eXCItmg alternative to the standard physics fare. To enrich 
the presentation we have tried to emb d r levant historical 
comments to show the evolution of ideas and concepts that 
led to Einstein's work. This summary should therefore assist 
t~e physics teacher in pr- paring h l' lessons for the presenta
tIon of the TEs as well as becoming better acquainted with the 
hIstory cOlmected with them. Finally, we hould remember 
that the process of argumentati n given in the TE is as impor
tant, or more important than the final conclusi n. 

GALILEO'S THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS 
Galileo argued that if a sailor dr pped a canon ball from the 
mast .of a ship that was smoothly moving with a constant 
velOCIty, the cannon ball would fall directly below him. 
Whatever the sailor would do, assuming a smooth constant 
velocity in a straight lin ,he ould not b able to tell that the 
ship was L.'1 ~10tion if he confin d his attention to the ship 
(Fig. 1a). Usmg modern terminology, Galileo thus claim d 
that there is no distinction between constan t motion and rest 
(Fi~. 1b). All of us have experienced this when travelling in a 
tram on a level track moving with a constant speed. 

We must remember, however, that Galileo's extended idea of 
inertia was based on another TE, namely the unimpeded cir
cumnavigation of an bject around the world. For Newton, 
on the other hand, in rtia cou d be d cribed by the motion 
of an object in deep space with no forcto:s acting on it. 50 we 
can say that the G lilean-Newtonian principle states that 

a. 

b. v 

Fig. 1 (a) Galileo's ship - The ailor cannot tell that the 
hip is moving; (b) Galilean invariance - There is no 

distinction between constant motion and rest 

th re is no preferred frame of reference. All inertial frames 
are equival nt, a principle that w will find Einstein using as 
one of his two axioms for his special theory of relativity. We 
should remember, however, that in 1905 t 1ere existed no evi
dence against the general validity of Galilean invariance in 
pure mechanics [2] . The transformation equations we use in 
classical phYSics, that students leam in their first year in high 
school are: 

x' == x - vt;
 
y' == y,
 
z' == z
 
t' == t, and
 
V == v1 + v2 (velocity addition)
 

These were considered valid for all motion. 

Galileo's most famous T£ is the one that shows that all 
objects, regardless of their weight, must fall at the sam rate 
(Fig. 2). He argued that, according Aristotle, h avi r bodies 
fall fast r than light ones (H >L). But what would happen if a 
heavy cannon ball were attached to a light musket ball? 
Reasoning in the manner of Aristotle leads to an absurd con
clusion. First, the light b 11 will slow down the heavy ball 

• •	 !
III 

~ II III

~+	 t 

Fig 2	 GallIeo's falling weights TE - all objects fall at the
 
same rate
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(acting as a kind of drag), so the speed of th combined sys
tem would be slower than the peed of the heavy ball falling 
alone {(H> (H+L)). But the combined system is heavier than 
the heavy ball alone, so it should fall faster ((H + L»H ). But 
that is absurd, for how can the heavy ball be both faster and 
slower than even the combined system? Thus allleo refutes 
Aristotle's theory of fre fall [41. 

NEWTON AND THE IDEA OF ABSOLUTE SPACE 
AND TIME 
Newton's laws of motion are valid only in non-accelerating 
or inertial frames of reference. ewton spent a great deal of 
eHort trying to explain this privileged status of inertial 
frames and postulated the existence of absolute space and 
time. He thought that inertial forces provid d a clear indica
tion of absolute motion. To illustrat how absolute motion 
could be determined he pre ented two thought experim nts, 
his famous bucket experiment and the rotation of two globes 
in an immense void experim nt. He introduced the bucket 
experiment as follows: 

If a bucket is hanging from a very long cord and is contir/ll
ally turned around until the cord becollles twisted tight, and 
if the bucket is thereupon .filled with water and is at rest 
along with the water and then, by some sudden force, is 
made to turnaround in the opposite direction and, as the 
cord unwinds, perseveres for a while in this motion. (5) 

(pp 412-413). 

Newton continues to describe four stages of the bucket exper
iment. Initially, the bucket is filled with water, the cord has 
not been released, and the surface of the water is level 
(Fig. 3.1). In the second stage the cord begins to unwind, 
there is a relative motion between the water and the bucket, 
and the water is observed to be level (Fig. 3.2). Next, the 
water catches up with the sides of the bucket and there is no 
relative motion between the water and the bucket, and the 
water is observed to be concave (Fig. 3.3). Finally, the buck
et stops, the water is spinning relative to the bucket and the 
water is observed to be concave (Fig. 3.4). 

At stage 2 and at tage 4, the bucket and the water are in 
motion relative to each other. However, in the first case the 
water has a level surface and in the second case the water has 
a concave surface. It appeared that the shape of the surface 
of the water was not d pendent on the relative motion of the 
water and the sides of the bucket. Newton concluded that it 
was the spin of the water with respect to absolute space that 

1. 2. 3. 4. 

Fig.3 

matt red. If the water "vas not spinning with respect to 
absolute space then its surface was level, but when it was 
spinning with respect to absolute space, the surface of the 
water was concave. 

Newton then tried to make his argument for absolute space 
ev n stronger by introducin his "two globes in the void" TE 
(Fig. 4). He described this IE in the Principia: 

... if two balls, at a given distmlce from each other wi th a cord 
connecting the I'll, were revolving about a comn'1On center of 
gnwity, the endeavor of the balls to recede fr0111 the axis of 
motion could be known from the tension of the cord, and tlHls 
the quantity of circular lIIotion could be colllputed. 

He argued that the tension in the cord would be registered 
even in a void w er no other masse existed. Thus, Newton 
concluded in both cases that rotation had to be with respect to 
an absolute frame of reference. 

Fig. 4 ewton's h .... o globe TE 

Some twenty years after the publication of the Principia, the 
Irish Bishop and philosopher George Berkley argued that, 
since absolute space is unobservable, Newton's argument 
cannot be accepted. He further maintained that from 
Newton's TEs we can deduce that"centrifugal forces appear 
only wh n a body rotates relative to the stars" [61. Referring to 
the second TE of Newton, he concluded his argument this 
"val': 

Let us imagine two globes and that besides them no other 
material exi,ts, then the motion in the circle of these globes 
round their colI/IY/on centr cannot be imagined. But suppose 
that the heaven of fixed stars wa. suddenly created and we 
shall be in the position to imagine the motion of the globes by 
their relative position to the different parts of the heaven, 
(Quoted in[6].) 

For almost two hundred years nothing significant was added 
to Berkley's arguments. 

In the 1870s, the Austrian physicist and philosoph Ernst 
Mach reap 1ed the debate by criticizing Newton's argument 
for absolute motion. H b gan by pointing out that mechani
cal experience can never teach us anything about absolute 
space. He insisted that we can nly measure relative motions 
and therefore only these measurements are physically real. 
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Mach concluded that N wton's idea of absolute space there
fore must be illusory. 

Like Berkley, Mach claim d that Newton ignored the eff cts 
of the rest of the matter in the univers and in his ovm TE, h 
wond red "\-vhat if the, ides of th bucket were 'se 'eral 
I agues' thick"? 

Referring to this TE he wonders: 

Nobody can say how thc e.xp'rilllent would turn alit, bath 
quantitatively and qualitatively, if the bllcket walls becamc 
increasingly. thicker and mare ma sive ventllally several 
miles thick 17]. 

Mach also disao-r ed with Newton's two globes TE. H ug
gested that if the "experiments" were carried out in space 
without matter that th nob n of rotation would be unde
tectable. Therefore, the rope holding the globes together 
would remain slack (Fig. 4). He c n luded that in an other
wise empty universe, standing perfectly m tionless and spin
ning uniformly are indistinguishable. His conclusion w~s 

that matter has inertia only be au ether i oth r matter In 

the w1iverse. According to Mach then, in rtial frames are 
those which are unaccelerated relative to th fix d stars. This 
vaguely express d notion to replace Newton's idea of 
absolute space, was lat r dubbed "Mach's principle" by 
Einstein and it guided some of his thinking in d veloping the 
GTR. 

There were two main objections level d against what 
instein called Mach's principle 16]. i.r t, it was argued that 

the laws of motion shou'ld be the same for 11 conceivable di 
tributions of matter. Secondly, the principle was criticized 
because it mak 5 no ugge lions as to the nature of the cou
pling betwe nth tar and I cal matter which i supp~s d to 
give the inertial effects. The sec nd argument was COl1S1dered 
the decisive one. 

It is interesting to note that, according to th cosmologist 
Denni Sciama (he was a student of Paul Dirac and a teacher 
of Steven Hawking), Mach's principle cou.ld he e b nus d 
to make e prediction about the e istence ot a great number f 
galaxie in th universe. 111 very slow rotation of our Milky 
Way gal xy wa not dis v red until a dece.de after Mach 
died. 

Sciama tantalizingly suggests that if Mach had kn?wn this~ 

he could have us d his principle "to pr diet the eXI tence ot 
an xtragalactic universe, a un.iverse which was n t discov
ered until fifty years later" [61. 

EINSTEIN'S THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS 
Already as an adolescent, Einstein pondered the foundati ns 
of physic. In 189 ,when he was 16 years old, he sent a paper 
to his une!· in B h:ium about the ether and the magnetic 
field [21. I.n his autobi graphical notes of 1949, Einstein says: 

When I was sixteen years old (in Aarau) the question all1e 
to me: If one rzms after a IiXht wave with a velocity equal to 
that of light, then one would encounter a time-indeperrdcllt 
wavefield. However, something like that does nat seem to 
exist! (17. 130). 

In other words, riding his light wave Einstein saw an electro
magnetic field at rest, a paradox according to Ma~wel1's la,,:,s. 
He then rem rked that" after ten years of reflectIOn the pnn
cipLe f relativity resulted from this paradox upon which I 
had alr ady hit at the ag of sixteen" (p. 131). 

Ace rding to Pais [21, Einst in felt certain of ~he truth of the 
Maxv,Tell-Lorentz equations of electrodynamIC and he r a
soned that the invariance of the speed of light would ens~ll'e 

that the e relations should hold in all inertial frames of rerer
en e. 

However, this invariance was in conflict with the rule of 
addition of I citie according to the conventional addition 
of velocities bas d n Galilean relativity. Einstein puzzled 
o er this problem for Imost a year until he w.as convinced 
that therc was an inseparablc connection between tune and Signal 
velocittj. B for he was comfortable in using the idea of dif
ferent'times for different inertial frames of reference, instein 
us daTE to give the idea of simultaneity an operational d~f
initi n. To show that two events which are simultaneous 111 

n frame of r ference are not simultaneous in another he 
argu d along th line found in the f?llo~ing TE, .whic~ is .a 
"t xtbook" version of th TE that Em.stem deSCrIbed 111 hiS 
paper. It is inter sting to note that the railroad car version is 
actually a TE Einstein first de cribed tn a popl~lar b~ok he 
v,'rote in 1917. [M ny versions of this TE can b tound m text 
books. The following is a composite of several sources 
( ig.5)]: 

As a train passcs the physics student, twa lightening bolts 
strike either end of the train leaving burn marks an the track 
and sending flaslles of light into the train. The physics stu
dent sees the liglItning bolts strike the two ends of the tram 
sillwltaneously but she sees the huo flashes of liglIt mect at 
the center of thc distance betwccn the twa bu rn marks, (as 
she 7I7ust, since tile speed oflight in all directions is the same 
and independen t of tIle source or observer.) 

TIle passenger, IlOwever, sees things differently: He is ~tand
ing in tIle middle of the train. After the llghtnmg stnkes he 
fir t sees aflash of ligllt from the frollt of the h'am then a bIt 
'later a flash of light fram the back of the train. As the peed 
of light is a constant in his frame as well he n:ust conclude 
that the front of the train was struck by llghmmg before the 
back of the train. 

The physics student and ~he passenger. disa~ee a.s to 
wh th r the t vo e ents (the tront and back IlghtlUng stnkes) 
are simultaneou . But they are both correct. One might be 
tempt d to say that the physics student u t be.correct since 
the passenger is moving and sh is not. But th first postul.ate 
tells us that we can not tell the difference betw en movmg 
frames. (SureLy both the passenger and the physics student 
are "moving" as they are both on the Earth which is sp~nning 

on its axis and rotating around the Sun). So events whICh are 
simultaneous i 1 one inertial frame, are not simultaneous as 
s n in nother inertial frame. 

his TE, of course, doe not prov that sin ultaneity is rela
tiv . Th conclusion Einstein reached is dependent on the 
acceptance of the speed of light as being constant relative to 
all frames of reference. But if the principle of the constancy of 
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v 

Fig. 5 Einstein's TE about the relativity of simultaneity - hOD eveuts Wlljell are simultaneous ill 
one frame of reference are not simultalleous i1l another. 

light is accepted, then the conclusion that events tI,at are sil1lul
taneous in one frame of rcference may not be sillluitaneous in 
another, necessarily follows. 

The following is a TE that we find in many college textbooks. 
It seems that this TE first appeared in the 1960's and was 
instantly recognized as an excellent pedagogical to I for 
teaching the ideas of the STR in first year university lasses. 
In fact, when one first enc unter this excell nt TE it is tempt
ing to think. that it is just another TE devised by Einstein him
self. 

What follows i the time dilation effect TE, based on a stan
dard physics textbook that we thought "va e pecially well 
presented [8]. This TE is really an extension of the previous TE 
where we analyze the situation and derive a relation h.ip 
between the measurement of time in the two frames of refer
ence, the observer n the ground and the observer in the car. 

Consider a vehicle moving to the right with a speed v, as 
shown in Fig.6. A mirror is fixed to the ceiling of the v hicle, 
and an observer 0' at rest in this system holds a flashgun at 
a distance d from the mirror. At some instant the flashgun 
goes off and a pulse of light is released. Becc use the light 
pulse has a speed c , the time it takes to travel from the 
observer to the mirror and back again is found from the d f
inition of velocity, 

At' = distance / velocity =2d / c 

where At' is the time interval as measured by', the observ
er who is at rest in the moving vehicle. 

We will consider the same set of events as view d by an 
observer in 0, in the stationary frame. According to this 
observer, the mirror and flashgun are moving to th right 
with a speed of v. The sequ nce of events now are diffe ent, 
as seen in this frame. By the time the flashgun reach s the 
mirror, the mirror will have move a distance of v At / 2, 
where At is the time it takes the light pulse to travel from 0' 
to the mirror and back, as measured by the stationary observ
er. Comparing (a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 6. it is clear that th light 
must travel farther in the stationary frame than in the mov
ing frame. J 

We can now use Einstein's second postulate, namely, that the 
speed of light must be c as measured by both observers. It fol
lows then that the time interval At, as measured by the 

Solving for At gives At = 2 d / c ( 1- v 2/ C 2 ) liz 

Since At' '" 2 d/ c 

It follows that At =At' / ( 1- v 2 / c 2 ) '12 Y At' 

y =1/(1_v 2 /c 2 )'h 

lis says that" the time int rval, as measured by the observ
er in the stationary frame, is longer than that measured by the 
observer in the moving frame" by a factor of y. The factor y 
often appears in the so-called Lor ntz transformations, and is 
sometimes called the 'Lor ntz factor', after the Dutch physi
cist Hendrik Lorentz. hese transformations were well 
known by 1 05, but there is vidence to believe that Einstein 
at th time h wrot his famous paper was not acquainted 
with them [21. 

The general conclusion drawn from this analysis is that all 
physical processes, including ellcllliral and biological reactions, slow 
down relative to a stationary clock when they occur in a moving 
frame. 

Wh n Lorentz inve tigat d the influ nce of the motion of the 
earth on el ctric and optical phenomena, he transformed the 
fundamental equations of the theory (valid in the frame of ref
erence of the ether) to a frame of referenc in motion with the 
earth. In ord r to get the result based on the requirement that 
these equations keep their fom1 unaltered he had to postulate 
a time-transformation equation: t' = t - v xjc2 . Lorentz called 
t' the 'local time' but giving it only a formal significance, and 
considered it a "heuristic working hypothesis". Clearly, 
Einstein went beyond Lor ntz. 

The time dilati 11 relationship immediately raised the ques
tion: Would the observer in the moving frame not come to the 
s ne conclusion about th "tationarv" frame as far as the 
tinle dilation is con emed? The answ~r is yes, and this leads 
us to our n xt thought experim nt. 

THE 1WlN PARADOX 
We will conclud with the oldest and best known of all rela
tivistic paradoxes, h so call d twin paradox. This paradox 
was tl t sting ground for the counterintuitive results of time 
dilation that we ha e air ady discusse . Recently, Peter Pe ic 
introduced his compreh nsive article about the twin paradox 
this way [9]: 

observer in the stationary 
frame, i longer than the 
time interval At', as meas
ur d by an observer in the 
moving frame. 

We are now able to obtain 
a relationship between 
At and At' by usin 
Pythagoras' theor m 
applied to the right angled 
triangle. 

( c At /2) 2 = (v At /2) 2 + d 2 
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Mirror 

Fig. 6 A TE to show the time dilation effect - "movillg 
clocks run slow". 

However many times it has been analyzed, the huin paradox 
remains fascinating and prlzzling to students. Wondering 
how and why identical twins could possibly age d~fferently 

raises deep questions abou t the natu re of time and leads to a 
deeper understanding of reality (p.585). 

Physicists and students seldom read Einstein's original 
papers, and therefore their understanding of his ideas is 
based only on textbooks. Unfortunately, most textbooks gen
erally devote less than a page to discussing the history of the 
paradox and resolve it quickly, not indicating any reserva
tions about this conventional approach. 

In his paper on relativity, Einstein notes what he calls a 
"pecti liar consequence": 

From this there ensues the following peculiar consequence. 
If at the points A and B of K there are stationary clocks 
which, viewed in the stationary system, are synchronous; 
and if the clock at A is moved with the velocity v along the 
line AB to B, then on its arrival at B the two clocks no longer 
synchronize, but the clock moved from A to B lags behind 
the other which has remained at B by t = Vz tv 2 Ic 2 (up to 
magnitudes offourth and higher order), t being the 
time occupied in the journey from A to B. 

Bob 

was inconsistent. For example, textbook writers, take it as 
axiomatic that" ... there is no difference in principle between 
heartbeats and ticks of clocks". 

Here is the paradox: Barb travels in a straight line at a rela
tivistic speed v to some distant location. She then decelerates 
and returns. Her twin brother Bob stays at home on Earth. 
The situation is sho\;vn in the diagram, which is not to scale. 

Bob observes that Barb's on-board clocks (including her bio
logical one), which run at Barb's proper time, run slowly on 
both the outbound and return leg. He therefore concludes 
that she will be younger than he will be when she returns. On 
the outward leg Barb observes Bob's clock to run slowly, and 
she later also observes that it ticks slowly on the return run. 
So, will Barb conclude that Bob will have aged less? And if 
she does, who is correct? According to the proponents of the 
paradox, there is a symmetry between the two observers, so, 
using relativity, each will predict that the other is younger. 
This cannot be simultaneously true for both, so, if the argu
ment is correct, relativity is wrong. 

Most discussions of the twin paradox in textbooks point out 
that the motion of the twins is not symmetrical as there is an 
acceleration and deceleration at both ends of Barb's journey. 
Thus, Barb finds herself in a non-inertial reference frame four 
times during the trip while Bob has stayed in an inertial 
frame of reference all the time. According to STR, we simply 
refer to the clocks which are at all times in a single inertial 
system. Therefore, only Bob is allowed to apply the time dila
tion formula to Barb's entire voyage and the correct conclu
sion is that Barb is younger on her return. The asymmetric 
aging of the twins is then considered a consequence of the 
laws of nature. This is just the way nature works. 
Unfortunately, most textbooks imply that this is an obvious 
choice and do not offer further discussion. 

However, the twin paradox almost immediately inspired sig
nificant debate. Shortly after Einstein's paper appeared, P. 
Longevin appealed to the acceleration phase of the journey as 
being significant in deciding who would be the younger twin 
at the end of the journey. Longevin's analysis was widely 
read and it challenged Einstein's own explanation based on 
the STR alone. Later, in 1913 , Max von Laue returned to the 
acceleration matter, noting that it is po sible to make the 

Thence we conclude that a balance-clock at the equa
tor must go more slowly, by a very small amount, 
than a precisely similar clock situated at one of the 
poles under otherwise identical conditions. [10J 

Einstein called this result a theorem but it was later 
dubbed the clock paradox by the French physicist P. 
Longevin in 1911. Ultimately, it became the cele
brated twin paradox (Fig. 7) that dealt with the so

Barb 

or Barb 

" 
)~(' 

called asymmetrical aging problem that was hotly Earth
debated in Nature in the years 1957-1959 [111, and is ~ 
still debated today. Barb 

The huin paradox was raised in an attempt to use Fig. 7 The "Twin Paradox" 
symmetry and time dilation to show that the STR 
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times of uniform motion arbitrarily greater than those of the 
acceleration. Additionally, Lorentz in his lectures at Leiden, 
also emphasized Einstein's simultaneity argument as suffi
cient [9J. 

So it is interesting that Einstein in 1918 invoked his newly 
completed and confirmed GTR to explain the paradox [91. 

P. Pesic believes Einstein's emphasis on the GTR ensured that 
the argument that only the GTR is able to explain the paradox 
prevailed. It is interesting to note that, according to the physi
cist Richard Schlegel, Einstein said to nim in 1952 that ~ener
al relativity had nothing to do with the clock paradox [ 1] . 

We nO\·" know that the STR, using the simultaneity argu
ment, is able to resolve the twin paradox. However, there is 
still a confusion in the literature about how the S and the 
GTR relate to the twin paradox. 

Moreover, there are a number of physicists and philosophers 
who do not agree with the conventional resolution of this 
paradox, because they do not accept asymmetric aging [121. 

For example, textbook writers, take it as axiomatic that 
" ... there is no ctifference in principle between heartbeats and 
ticks of clocks". These physicists do not accept this assump
tion without argument. 

Finally, there is the argument that th time dilation is incon
sistent with the length contraction of the STR. After a lecture 
of Einstein in 1911, a young law student asked Einstein: 
"According to your argw11ent, Professor Einstein, at the 
moment of its meeting with the ther clock at point A, the 
second clock will not be running in synchrony again. How 
can this be possible, since a rod of length L, shortened dming 
the trip becomes its original length again?" The answer that 
Einstein gave to the student shows why we do not have a 
"length paradox" to go parallel with the twin paradox. We 
direct you to see P. Pecic [91 for Einstein's illuminating 
response. Finally, it should be emphasized that the twin par
adox is now considered a settled matter. 

In spite of the fact that it is settled, the long history of the 
debate surrounding this fascinating paradox should be dis
cussed with students. We recommend the following topics 
for discussion: 

1.	 An argument for deciding that the twin who stays on an 
inertial system throughout the whole trip will be older. 

2.	 The validity of th assumption that time dilation can be 
measured by clocks as well as by heart beats, i.e., asym
metrical aging applies to physical systems and biological 
systems equally. 

3.	 The experimental evidence (such as the muon experiment) 
to con.firm time dilation. 

EINSTEIN'S THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS 
It is intriguing that it was asymmetries that initially inspired 
Einstein to formulate many of his ideas around STR. In fact, 
Einstein's famous paper on relativity iactually titled: "On the 
electrodynamics of moving bodies") [ oJ begins this way: 

It is known that Maxwell's electrodyllnlnics -- as usually 
understood at the present time -- wizen applied to moving 

bodies, leads to asym/llCtries which do not appear to 
be inheren t in the phellomella. 

Einstein then describes the reciprocal electrodynamic action 
of a magnet and a conductor. He noted that the" observable 
phenomenon here depends only on the relative motion of the 
conductor and the magnet", but reminds us that 

..., whereas the customary view dmws a sharp distinction 
between the two cases in which ci ther the one or the other of 
these bodies is in motion. For if the m,agnet is in 11'l0tion and 
the conductor at rest, there arises in the neighborhood of the 
magnet an electric field with a certain definite energy, pro
ducing a current at the places where parts of the conductor 
are situated. But if the magnet is stationary and the conduc
tor in motion, no electric field arises in the neighborhood of 
the magnet. III tile conductor, however, we find all electromo
tive force, to which in itself there is no corresponding ener
gy, 'but which gives rise--assul11ing equality of relative 
motion in the two cases discussed--to electric currellts of the 
same patlJ and intensity as those produced by the electric 
forces ill the fonner case. (Fig. 8) 

How was it possible to distinguish between the motion of a 
conductor tovvards a magnet on the one hand, and the motion 
of a magnet towards the conductor on the other? Maxwell's 
theory clearly distinguished between these two, as seen in 
this common-place phenomenon. 

Most physicists are aware that relativity is involved in this 
commonplace demonstration (we can refer to it as the 
'Faraday magnet and coil induction experiment'). This simple 
demonstration is often shown to students in junior high 
school. Unfortunately, when it is again discussed in senior 
high school, the demonstration is repeated with only a quick 
reference to Faraday's laYv. eachers generally do not exploit 
the full significance of it as a simple demonstration of relativ
ity. One reason may be that physics teachers in general are 
not aware that this simple experiment demonstrates a truly 
relativistic effect at very low velocities. 

First of all, this demonstration shows that physical results 
depend only on the relative motion, and that electric and 
magnetic fields manifest themselves differently to moving 
observers. Secondly, a discussion of this demonstration can 
provide the motivation to study relativity the same way as it 
motivated Einstein to go beyond the conventional explana
tion. 

The physicist John Norton on his website [131 has recently 
remarked: 

I am left wondering abou t all those people who moved mag
nets IIcar wires and moved wires near magnet in physics 
classes before Einstein. Each ti1l1e they conducted such 
experiments, and interpreted them as the result of two dif
ferent processes, nature was telling them :"Hey, stupid, it's 
relative Ii1Otion that matters only' 

This is a g od example that illustrates the notion that we 
"see" with our ideas rather than our eyes. Refer to Block 1 for 
detail. 
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BLOCK 1 BLOCK 2 

Case A: The oil is held stationary and the magnet is moved 
toward the coil, In this case the magnetic field does not affect 
the electrons in the coi.l, since their velocity is initially zero. 
This time, however, what produces the effect in the gal
vanometer is Faraday's law of induction, namely that a 
changing magnetic field produc s a circular electric field: 
8B / M = E (actually Grad E = 1/c dB/dt ). 

Case B: The magnet is held stationary and the coil is moved 
toward the magnet. Here the force that moves the electrons 
around the coil to produce the deflection in the galvanom 
ter is the Lorentz force given by F =q v B/ c, where v is the 
velocity of the coil toward the magnet. 

It can now be stressed that 

1.	 In case A th r is only a magnetic field in the classroom, 
but in case B there is also an electric field in the classroom. 

2.	 The galvanometer deflection i houly a relativistic eff ct, 
proportional t v/ c (see Block 1) 

In order to make the ef£ ct of motion on calculating electric 
and magn tic fields more acc sible and plausible, we "vill 
present another thought experiment that we think clearly 
shows what Einstein said when he pr sented the magn t and 
coil experiment in his paper. The idea for the TE comes fr m 
Kirsh and Meida [141, and is given in lock 2. 

According to the TR, however, the observer' "1 S' can use 
Maxw 11's equations in his frame of reference. Granted, the 
forces acting b tween the I ctrons, according to the two 
observers, are not the same. Hovv 'ver, due to the relativistic 
time dilation, the r pulsive forc bser ed in the laboratory 
frame, and the larger repulsive for in the moving frame 
will cause the same observed motion of the particle. 

Solution 

According to the 5 frame there are tw forces acting on the 
lectrons: an ele me force and a magnetic force, F and F m' 

where 

a. magnet 

b. lllftgllet 

-J:d

v • V = 0 

v=o <ll.~--V 

conductor (solenoid) 

conductor (solenoid) 

Fig. 8 A magnet and a solenoid TI,e Faraday inductiOIl demonstration. 

C nsider two electrons, which, at a gi en moment mov 
close to each other so that their velocity vectors are equal m 
magnitude and direction, and ar both perpendicular to the 
line conn cting the electron (See Fig. 9). According to an 
obs rver in the laboratory frame of reference (the S frame), 
there is an attractiv magnetic force between the electrons, in 
addition to the repuisive electrostatic force between them. 
However, according to an observer in the S' frame, mwhich 
the two electrons are at rest, the only force acting between 
them is the electrostatic force! Kirsch and Meidav [14] go on 
to say that before the STR was developed and routinely 
used, physicists explained this asymmetry by assuming that 
Maxwell's electrodynamics ere valid only ill a specific inertial 
{rallle that was at rest relative to the ether. If we now r garded S 
'as th bsolutely stationary frame, the observer in S' is not 
allowed to use Maxwell's equations in his frame and there
fore Ill' cannot deduce there is 110 ll1agnetic force benuel'n the par
ticles. Instead, he had to first do all the calculatjons in the S 
frame, and then tr nslate the kinematic results to the S' coor
dinates by using the Galilean transformations. 

2Fe = q2/ 4 1t EO a and Fm = - B v q 

but B=(p.0/41t).qv/a 2 

Hence Fm = -(~ 0/4 1t ). q 2 V 2/ a 2 

Therefore F = Fe + Fm = = q / 4 1t E 0 a 2 

- (~O /4 1t ). q 2 V 2 / a 2 

Since E 0 ~ 0 = 1/ c 2, it follows that: 

F = (q 2/4 1t E 0 a 2 ) {I - v 2/ C 2 I 

Or we can say that F = Fe {I - v 2/ C 2 I 

In other words the total force, as se n from the laboratory 
frame 5 is smaller than the force mea ur d in the S' frame by 
a factor given by v 2 / C 2 . For small v locitie this factor is 
negligible; ven for a velocity of O.lc it w uld onJy ac aunt 

for about 1% difference. 

Since y = 1/ ( 1- v 2/ C 2 ) '12 , which occms in the 
Lor ntz transformations and is called Lorentz fa tor, 
we can write F = F /y2e 

EINSTEIN'S TE TO SHOW THAT E =Me 2 

It is generally agr d that the most dramatic conse
quence of the 5 is expres ed mthe relation E = 
me 2. In fact, thi r lation is r garded as the most 
famous equation of physics, not to "1 ntion as the 
m st likely basis for solving the world's energy 
problems. Is it possible to deriv this relation in a 
reasonably simpl but convincing fashi n for presen
tation to high school students? 

This question was ask d by Anthony Anderson in 
his very comprehensive sh rt article "Einst in Out 
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Fig. 9 Two electrons thought experiment. 

Boxed" in Physics 1 News, JlIDe, 1977. He rightly argu s that 
the usual text book approach i math matically too sophisti 
cated and presupposes knowl dge of the L rentz tr nsfor
mations. He then presents a revised version of the TE that 
Einstein himself described in his celebrated book, Out of J\!ly 
Later Years [151. Einstein introduces this TE by saying that it 
ha not been published before. Th description of the slight
ly revised v rsion of Einstein's TE assumes two experimen
tal results. First, the finiten 5S of the speed of light, c, and 
secondly, the relation that th energy E and momentum p 
carried by a burst of r diant energy is p = F/e. This has been 
predicted by Maxwell' E-M theory and later verifi'd by 
experiments of radiation pressure by ichols and Hull in 
1901. 

te that for an isolated system, the cent r of mass must 
remain stationary. Or we c uld ay that th acceleration of 
the center of mass of an i alated system, relativ to an inertial 
reference frame, equal zero. 

BLOCK 3 

Consider a box, called Einstein's box, of mass M and length 
L. The box is stationary and is isolated from its surroundings 
(See Fig. 10). At time t = 0, a burst of radiant energy is emit
ted from the left end of the box. Since the radiation carries 
momentum Flc, and since the total momentum mu t remain 
zero, the box recoils with a velocity, 

v =-E/{Me). 

After time t - t l' th radiation hits the right end of the box, 
is totally absorbed, and brings the box to rest. again. he box 
has tr velled a distance of !:lx given by 

Ax =vt 1 with t 1 =lie (assuming that v «c) 

Hence 

Ax = - EL/Mc 2 

We therefore postulate that the radiation has carried the 
equivalent of a mass m, from one end of the box to the other. 
It follows then that 

mL + M!:lx = 0
 

m =- M AxIL = -MIL ( - El/Me 2 ) = Fie 2
 

or E = me 2
 

That is, any change dE in th energy of a body produces a cor
responding change in L\m in it inertial mass. A heated fila
m nt, for example, has more mass than the same filament 
when it is cold. In an exoth rm.i.c chemical reaction, there is 
alw ys a corresponding m s change. However, this mass 
change is so small that it cannot be measur d. It has been cal
culated that the energy used per day for domestic purposes in 
a city f million people has a mass equivalence of only about 
1 g. 

Einstein himself did not know how this result could be tested 
exp rimentally at the time of the publication of his paper. In 
th closing remarks of his short addendum to the relativity 
pap r in 190 ,entitled: Does the Enertia ofa Body Depend on the 
Us Energy Content? in which he offers the formal derivation of 
his famous equation, Einstein closes with this note: " ... radi
um salts may p rhaps be used to test this prediction". But he 
was not sure. 

M 
A burst of radiant 

v.- agE 0 energy (E)is emitted r -~L--~ 

The enelgy ,is 
absorbedOJ E=:O 

-JtlX~ 

Fig. 10: Einstein's TE to show that E = me 2 

EINSTEIN'S ELEVATOR TE 

In conclusion, we must make a brief connection with the GTR. 
Shortly after the publication of his STR paper in 1905, Einstein 
wondered how r lativity theory could embrace all frames of 
reference, including accelerating frames of r ference. Einstein 
realized 1at his STR was not compatible with Newton's law 
of gravitation. For example, Newton's law of gravity, 
expressed a F = Gm 1m 2/ r 2 , did not contain the variable for 
tim . One of ewton's assumptions was the idea of action-at
a-distance that many of his contemporaries and later Mach 
and others found unacceptable. According to Newton, if the 
gravitational effect of the sun suddenly disappeared, the 
earth, and all the other planets would move tangentially to 
their orbit instantly. According to Einstein's STR, on the other 
hand, th gravitational effect travels with the speed of light 
and therefore vould take ab ut eight minutes for it to reach 
the earth. In that time the arth would move in its orbit for 
another 8 ~inutes as if the sun's gravity existed. 

We sh uld add at this point that the most famous part of the 
STR is th t inertial mass and energy are equivalent. However, 
it is generally accepted that the mass-energy equivalence is 
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not a logical consequence of the STR. Einstein n ted when the 
mass-energy equivalence is combined with the gravitational 
equivalence principle, it becomes technically incompatible 
with the STR. He therefore tried to generalize the STR to 
accommodate gravitation consistently. Of Durse, as already 
mentioned, the mass-energy equivalence "vas already sus
pected by Poincare, as well as Lorentz. 

In November of 1907, while working on a paper on the SRT, 
Einstein tried to modify Newtonian theory of gravitation "in 
such a way that its laws would fit in the special relativity the
ory" [2] . Later, in his Kyoto lecture of 1921 Einstein recalls 
that: 

I was sitting in the patent office at Benz when all of a sud
den a thought occurred to me: 'If a perso/1 fallsfreely he will 
not feel his own weight'. [was startled. This simple thought 
made a deep impression on me. It impelled me toward a the
ory ofgravitation. 

In an earlier version of this story he continues as follows: 

Then there occurred to me the 'happiest thought of my life' 
in the following form. The gravitational field has only a rel
ative existence in a way similar to the electric field generat
ed by electromagnetic induction. Because for an observer 
falling freely from the roofofa house there exists - at least in 
his immediate surroundings - no gravitational field. Indeed, 
if the observer drops sonIC bodies then they remain relative 
to him in a state oj rest or in uniform motion. The observer 
therefore has t1~e right to interpret his state as 'at rest'. 
Because of this idea, the uncoll/monly pewliar experimental 
law that in a gravitational field all bodies fall with the same 
acceleration, attained at onCl? a deep meaning [2] (page 178). 

Einstein then concludes by saying that the experimentally 
known fact that all masses fall with the same acceleration in 
a gravitational field is a powerful argument for extending the 
relativity postulate to coordinate systems which, relative to 
each other, are in non-uniform motion. 

As we have mentioned earlier, at the age of sixteen in 1896, 
his TE of riding on the beam of light marked the beginning of 
his quest that ultimately took him to completing his SRT in 
1905; and in 1907, his TE of falling in a gravitational field 
compelled him to work toward a new theory of gravity, com
pleted in 1916, now known as the general relativity theory 
(GRT), 

We will conclude with Einstein's elevator TE that first 
appeared in The Evolu tion of Physics, a book that "vas written 
with Leopold h1feld for the general public in 1938 [161. The 
elevator TE is introduced this way: 

The law of inertia marks the first advance in physics, its real 
beginning. It was gained by the contemplation of an ideal
ized experimen t, a body 1110'ving forever wi th no friction nor 
any other external forces acting. Here again, idealized exper
iments will be discussed. Although these may sound very 
fantastic, they will, nevertheless, help us to understand as 
much abou t relativity as possible by our simple method. We 
had previously the idealized experiments with a uniformly 
moving room. Here, for a change, we shall have afalling ele
vator. (p. 214). 

We, too, have come Jull circle with our TE presentation. We 
began with Galileo and his ship that represented an inertial 
frame of reference and now we "are looking at the question of 
how accelerating frames of reference and gravity are related. 
To illustrate that principle, Einstein proposed a thought 
experiment involving elevators, with n windows. In his 
original version, however, he placed the non-accelerating ele
vator on the Earth, the accelerating elevator just above it. We 
will change this TE a little (with apologies to Einstein) and 
place one elevator in deep space (no gravity) and the other on 
the Earth a t rest (Fig. 11). 

One elevator is in deep space and is moving with an acceler
ation of 1 g . An identical elevator is placed on the surface of 
the earth, but is at rest. Einstein claimed that there is no 
experiment that can be done in the elevators to decide in 
which elevator the physicist is doing the experiments. 

The following can be discussed in class: Imagine physics stu
dents doing identical experiments in both elevators and are 
communicating with each other, being able to do so instant
ly. They perJorm experiments like: t sting free fall, finding 
the period of a pendulum, the period of a spring; they even 
find the b· nding of light using a laser. According to 
Einstein's equivalence principle, their results should be iden
tical. Is there really no experiment that could be done to tell 
the physics student where she is? 

If mechanical experiments cannot distinguish between the 
two elevators, an optical experiment might. Using a laser we 
would find (assuming that the slight change were measura
ble) that the trajectory of the laser would follow parabolic 
path in both elevators, in analogy with the parabolic path of 
a ball thrown in a horizontal direction in the gravitational 
field of the earth. So light, according to Einstein, should bend 
in a gravitational field in a predictable way. Finally, light 
always follows a shortest-time path between two points, so 
the shortest distance between two points will no longer be a 
straight line but a geodesic that describes the path of light [171. 

These TEs then convinced Einstein that the correct way to 
formulate a theory of gravity was to construct a theory of 
motion that was consistent with the STR which gave, in the 
non-relativistic limit, Newton's inverse square law of gravity. 
Finally, students should compare Galilean relativity with 
Einsteinian by going back to our first TE. 

t 
a=g 

Deep Space 

Fig.11 Einstein's elevator TE 
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Einstein based his GTR on two postulates and Mach's princi The GTR also made predictions that could be tested. In his
 
ple: 1. The principle of relativity (the laws of nature must be 1915 paper on the GTR Einstein .suggested three experimen

given in terms of continuous field variables) and 2. The tal tests that he thought could be used to confirm his theory.
 
equivalence principle. The physics of the STR is assumed to
 
be correct. These were:
 

Non-uniform motion is, of course, the only kind of motion 
that can actually be experienced by matter, when matter 
interacts with other matter. This is so because matter interacts 
due to a force (by definition), causing mutual transfer of ener
gy and momentum. But force is the cause of non-uniform 
motion. Therefore, Einstein reasoned, STR must be a limiting 
case of the theory of relativity. 

As described in the elevator TE, Einstein concluded that the 
effects of gravitation and those due to acceleration cannot be 
distinguished. Newtonian mechanics distinguishes between 
the motion of a body that is inertial (subject to no forces) and 
the motion of a body subject to the action of gravity. The for
mer is rectilinear and uniform in an inertial system; the latter 
occurs in curvilinear paths and is non uniform. The principle 
of equivalence, however, does not allow this distinction. 
Einstein's mandate noyv was to state the law of inertial 
motion in the generalized sense. The solution of this problem 
banishes both the notion of absolute space and force and 
gives us a theory of gravitation. 12,1?]. 

In Newton's theory the symbol F i!1 F =rna refers to the cause 
of the acceleration of the body. Force then is an external agent 
that acts on matter with an inertial mass m, causing it to 
accelerate at the rate a. In the GTR, however, there is no exter
nal force. Indeed, Einstein was able to derive Newton's equa
tion F = rna from purely geometric considerations. He saw 
the possibility that aU "external" forces may be only appal"ent
that the'effect' of other matter may be representable by a 
generalization of the geometry of space-time that describe the 
motions. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMAnON OF THE PREDIC
TIONS MADE BY EINSTEIN 
A good theory in science, like Newton's theory of gravity and 
the kinetic molecular theory of gases, must be able to make 
significant predictions that can be experimentally tested and 
confirmed. In addition, a good theory must also be able to 
explain more and better than competing theories those phe
nomena that fall within its domain. 

The STR made several predictions that could be experimen
tally tested or observed. These were: 

1.	 Time dilation 
At = At' / ( 1- v 2/ C 2 ) '12 , or At = 'Y At' 

2.	 Length contraction 
L =L 0 ( 1~ v 2/ C2) 112 , or L =L 0/ 'Y 

3.	 Relative velocity 
V Rei = (V 1 + V 2) / (1 + V 1 V 2/ c 2 ) 

4.	 Apparent mass increase, and 
M =M 0/ ( 1 - V 2/ C 2) 1/

2 ,or M = M 0 'Y 

5.	 The conversion of mass into energy 
according to the formula E = rnc 2 

1.	 The redshift of spectral lines that emerge from regions of 
high gravity like that of the sun, 

2.	 The deflection of light as it passes through stl"ong gravita
tional field, like that of the sun, and 

3.	 The precession of planetary orbits, an effect already detect
ed in the 19th century, most convincingly for the case of 
Mercury. 

We will make only a few comments here and refer the reader 
to two excellent sources for a detailed discussion of these. For 
the STR and its experimental consequences we recommend 
Pais [2] and for the GTR we found Rowlands [18J to be an out
standing paper. 

First of all, as far as the STR is concerned, we should keep in 
mind that the fom quantities, time dilation, length contrac
tion, relative velocity and appal"ent mass inCTease, are intrin
sically connected; therefore one effect necessarily implies the 
other. In addition, students should be told that the experi
mental tests to confirm these took a long time and the find
ings were often controversial. For example, it was not until 
about 1910 that experiments with cathode rays clearly 
showed that the Einsteinian interpretation was superior to 
any of the proposed classical hypotheses to explain the 
observed mass increase of the electrons moving with a high 
velocity. Time dilation (and therefore also length contraction) 
was not confirmed by an experiment until 1941, detecting the 
arrival of muons produced in the atmosphere by cosmic rays. 
The famous equation E = mc 2 was suggested in the Compton 
Effect in 1923, and later confirmed by the neutron-induced fis
sion reaction first reported by Otto Hahn and Fritz Srassmann 
in 1938. About the same time Hans Bethe presented a model 
for the thermonuclear reactions in the sun that showed that 
the age of the sun must be about 4-5 biWon years. 

Secondly, as far as the GTR is concerned, all three predictions 
made by Einstein in 1915 have been confirmed. It is interest
ing to note that the gravitational redshift is the simplest of the 
effects to explain but the most difficult to test. In fact, it was 
not confirmed until 1960, five years after Einstein's death. 

The gravitational deflection of light from a staT, as it passed 
close to the sun, was measured in 1919 by Eddington and his 
group during a solar eclipse, confirming Einstein's prediction. 
This is the highly publicized observation that launched 
Einstein to instant world fame. 

The last effect, the precession of Mercury's perihelion, was the 
first to be confirmed by GTR. Einstein knew that in 1859 the 
French astronomer Leverrier, later corroborated by the British 
astronomer Simon Newcombe, that, of the 574 arc seconds 
per century, 531 of which could be accounted for by perturba
tions due to other planets. But the remaining 43 arcseconds 
resisted all analysis [14J . Einstein found that his GTR could 
account for these 43 arcseconds exactly. This incredible match 
between theory and observation delighted Einstein and he 
wrote: 'I was beside myself \·vith ecstasy for days' [2,181. 
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Two things should be m ntioned that are generally not 
known. First, Einstein predicted the gravitational redshift 
effect as early as 1907 and derived the equation based on 
more rigor us arguments in 1911. Clearly, ne does not need 
the GTR to derive this equation. Secondly, it is int resting to 
note that II thr e Hects mentioned in connection with the 
GTR can be derive, u ing only ewtonian theory and the 
STR [18J . This claim can lead to a good discussion in a senior 
university course. 

Finally, students should realize that the STR still has 
absolutes. The abs lute space of Newton has been replac d 
by a new absolute, namely 'space-time', or 'space time inter
val'. In Newtonian space the distance between two points i 
expressed by writing s 2 = x 2 + Y2 + Z 2 (Pythagoras' theo
rem) and the distance L1S is the same, measured from any 
inertial frame of reference. However, in STR this distance will 
change for different inertial frame of reference. What 
remains constant, however, is ~S 2 = X 2 + Y2 + Z 2 - C 2 t 2, as 
measured from any inertial frame of referenc . This fcatu! of 
STR was first pointed out by Hermann Minkowski in 1908, 
the mathematics professor of Einstein t the Zurich ETH. 

Although velocities, distanc s, and time intervals are relative, 
the STR still sits on a postul t d absolute space-time. 
Observers moving at constant velociti s relative to each 
other, would not agree on the velocity of a bucket moving 
through space, the distance it covered, nor would they agree 
about the time that had I psed in the bucket experiment. But 
they wouJd all agree on th spac -time interval and whether 

r not th bucket \NaS accelerating. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The TEs presented here can be injected into the senior high 
school or first year collegej univ rsity physics program as 
the instructor sees fit, with the foil wing in mind: the story 
aspect, or the historical backgr und of the TE, must be con
sidered a necessary but not sufficient condition for a success
ful presentation of the TE. The TE must al 0 be discussed in 
such a way that the argument and the quantitative aspect of 
the TE is comprehensible to the student. 

Finally, we should be remind d that physics teachers are still 
confronted by the prevailing myth that Einstein's relativity 
theories are understood only by phy icists. Countering this 
claim, Abraham Pais, referring to instein's great paper on 
relativity, chall nged physics teachers: "It also seems to me 
that this kinematics, including the addition of velocity theo
rem, could and should b taught in high schools as the sim
plest exampl of th way in which modern physics goes 
beyond intuition" [2J (p. 141). 

At the same time, however, the remark made by a noted. 
expert in the field, AP. French, rings true for all of us who 
have wrestled with the co cepts and assumptions of the STR 
over many years: 

No matter /row long one has lived with the results of special 
relativih), there is sornething ven/ counterintuitive about 
it [19] (p. 89).	 . 

It eems then that early and long exposure to these concepts 
and ideas is necessary in order to become comfortable with 
them. As Kuhn pointed out in his Structure of Scientific 
Revolutions, tho e who come to revolutionary new ideas 
(such as the ones in the STR) late in life can sometimes be con
verted, while those who grow up with them are persuaded at 
an early age and become comfortable with these ideas and 
concepts. Introducing students early to the ideas of Einstein 
in what Jerom Brw1er called" an intellectually honest way", 
will nsure a much long r gestation time to prepare them for 
a less jolting encounter of these ideas later. 
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